
Our growing company is hiring for an acquisition lead. To join our growing team,
please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for acquisition lead

Coordinate cost estimates and technical work scope with the program
management office and appropriate project teams
Assist the TII Governance Special Order Requirements contract board
manager supporting the government GPOC
Identify technical issues and communicate impacts to the Government points
of contact
Lead people component of due diligence
Serve as a liaison between HR
Advise on overall people/talent integration HR functional integration,
including compensation, benefits, HR operations and technology, HR
strategy, talent and culture, HR functional build-up and supporting the
broader enterprise-wide integration efforts, including change management,
employee experience, organization design, and workforce transition
Provide risk management a s demonstrated by identifying risk drivers,
dependencies, root causes, and developing risk mitigation/consequence
management strategies throughout the program total lifecycle
Develop acquisition documents, to include Initial Capabilities Document,
Capability Development Document, Capability Production Document,
Acquisition Strategy, Acquisition Program Baseline, Program Management
Plan, Acquisition Decision Memorandum, Affordability Estimate, Analysis of
Alternatives, Cost Analysis and Requirements Description, and Integrated
Master Schedule
Establishes and maintains effective working relationships with BSM members
within/across service locations to manage service requests and associated
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Manage the full recruitment cycle for both for the Amsterdam and Schiedam
offices

Qualifications for acquisition lead

Minimum of 7+ years of progressive experience in developing and
implementing customer acquisition campaigns and sales enablement tools,
preferably in the cable/telecommunications industry
Excellence in Execution - Makes timely decisions
Efficiency - Establishes courses of action for self and others to ensure that
work is completed efficiently
Matrix manage global TA resources to ensure talent delivery and continuity to
the assigned business and TA process
Strong capability in assessing, hiring, developing and coaching talent
Post openings utilizing our aggregator, local advertisements, professional
organizations and via social media avenues


